we need an outreach program set up for relay services to promote nationwide awareness about relay service to the community like bulletin board, magazine ads, bumper stickers, etc. - because the community is having misunderstandings about the relay service and encourage STOP hang up on relay services. The community still think that the relay service is telemarketing!
We need an outreach program set up for relay services to promote nationwide awareness about relay service to the community.

6/25/03
Shirley Chadwick
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We need an outreach program set up for relay services to promote nationwide awareness about relay service to the community.

Many thanks,
Susan Lynn Crouch
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Susan Lynn Crouch
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The relay service gives us an opportunity to be independent to make calls but if we say do not identify or explain relay, then it will proceed the calls so no one can hang up. The outreach for the relay service is a good idea. I use it all the time for my business or my family so I think it is a good idea to advertise it to everywhere so the hearing people can understand better. Thanks.

Katherine S. Fitch 6/23/03
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Please support the efforts to educate callers how to use Relay Services.

Taylor Mayer

6/23/03
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Office of the Secretary
im tired of being hung up on, please educate society to better understanding the new technology.

Renate

6/23/03
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Please help to promote the relay services, everyone thought it is telemarketing. I am more than happy to involve with the promotions. Email me....

Derek Shirane 6/23/03
We need an outreach program set up for relay services to promote nationwide awareness about relay service to the community!

Melvin Wrayfield  6/24/03